
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 1615 

“Old B * stard, I am holding the remnant souls of the ancient beasts Tao Wu and Qiong Qi? Are you just 

going to stand there and do nothing? If I accidentally turn these two into my soul beasts, wouldn’t you 

be unable to kill me? Aren’t you going to send Heavenly Lightning to strike me?”Yun Chujiu said 

arrogantly. 

 

 

Tao Wu and Qiong Qi who were inside the ancient jade bottle were instantly dumbfounded! 

 

 

Tao Wu’s thoughts: F * ck! This damned brat, has she gone crazy? If she were to attract the heavenly 

lightning, I won’t be able to live and she won’t be able to live either! 

 

 

Qiong Qi’s thoughts: Oh My God! This little fairy is really too evil! I really like her to the point of no 

return. If I can die together with her, it wouldn’t be too bad! 

 

 

Needless to say, Yun Chujiu’s evil trick really worked. Not long after, the sky darkened. Yun Chujiu’s 

heart was filled with joy as she took the two green jade bottles and ran towards Dean Huangfu’s 

courtyard. 

 

 

In fact, she didn’t need to hide it anymore. After all, everyone knew how abnormal she was now. She 

wasn’t afraid of being struck by lightning. However, she thought to herself that if her courtyard was 

struck by lightning, she would have to clean it up, it was better to let the heavenly lightning strike old 

man Huangfu’s courtyard! 

 

 



Yun chujiu ran to Dean Huangfu’s courtyard. Dean Huangfu was already waiting in the courtyard. When 

he saw that the sky suddenly turned dark, he guessed that the little freak was about to break through. 

 

 

Dean Huangfu opened the isolation array with ease. He took out a chair and sat in the corner. He even 

took out a lot of spirit potatoes and threw them to yun chujiu. 

 

 

The corner of Yun Chujiu’s eyes twitched. Did he really treat her like a roasted spirit potato? 

 

 

The students of Tianyuan Academy were also used to it. Yun chujiu was definitely going to be struck 

again. Only the freshmen were dumbfounded. Why did the sky suddenly darken? 

 

 

Wu Yun quickly gathered above Dean Huangfu’s courtyard. The immense pressure was suffocating. 

However, Yun Chujiu’s face was full of smiles. Hahaha, this was great. She was finally going to be struck 

by lightning again! 

 

 

Boom! 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

A purple heavenly lightning as thick as an arm struck down towards Yun Chujiu! 

 

 



Yun chujiu impatiently absorbed the heavenly lightning into her body. Then, she said to the sky, “Little 

Yun Yun, quick, give me another 10,000 heavenly lightning bolts. Strike me to your heart’s content!” 

 

 

Wu Yun was helpless in the sky. who did not know that this pervert could not be struck to death? Even if 

the strike was very strong, she would still run into the trial tower to avoid it. It was simply infuriating! 

 

 

However, they did not dare not come, so they could only strike down step by step! 

 

 

After striking for a while, they saw an ugly black bird and a Xiao Mogu appear below. They were all 

waiting to be struck with a look of enjoyment. 

 

 

Wu Yun was so angry that he was about to collapse! 

 

 

He had seen that bird before, but why was there another abnormal Xiao Mogu? 

 

 

As expected, the kind of master had the kind of spirit pet and demonic plant! 

 

 

Dean Huangfu, who was waiting in the corner to roast the spirit potato, was also dumbfounded. Xiao 

Mogu was not afraid of being struck by lightning? The little abnormal things were indeed abnormal! 

 



 

The Heavenly Lightning continued for a full ten hours, from the afternoon until late at night. The 

students who were watching from afar yawned and left. Only Feng Ming and the others were still 

waiting in the distance. Although they knew that Yun chujiu would be fine.., but they still felt relieved 

when they saw that she was safe and sound with their own eyes. 

 

 

Finally, the heavenly lightning began to become sparse. Yun Chujiu flew out of the pit in high spirits and 

waved her claws at the dark clouds in the sky. “Not bad, try to strike a little more next time!”Wu Yun 

said 


